Notice
Dated; 26 OS 2021

This is for information of all concerned that the students of B.A./ B.Sc /
B.Com 6,b Semester Online Open Text Book Examination, 2021 that they have to
appear the Of BE as per Examination Routine & SOP / Instruction notified by the
Gauhati University. If someone fails by properly attempting for uploading the
answer scripts within the stipulated time, the students may be allowed to submit
the answer scripts at the email given below, Without proof of attempting to
upload the answer scripts, the same will not be considered for evaluation, (GU
notification is merged herewith)
Njime

Teaches

1

Sri Sanjoy Saha - 9101579893 - Arts Stream

Email - id

2,

Dr PitamabrSedai-9101078331-ScienceStream

iokcJcallege.exam2021@gmail.com

3

J J Patangla

8638326225 - Commern Stream

Principal
L.O.K.D. College, DheKiajuli

GAUHATL UNIVERSITY
Copinuth Bordoloi Nagar, Guwahati-781014
Assam: India
Office af Aa Centreller if ExaminaUans

Date: 25/08/2021
NOTIFirATION
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR UPCOMING TPC BA. B.Sc., B.Com
and B.Voc Semestcr-VI EXAMINATIQN.2021 (SOP)

On the basis of deliberations at appropriate levels, the following SOP is issued
to be followed for the ensuing TDC BA. B.Sc., B.Com and B.Voc Semester-VI
Online Open Text Book Examination, 2021

being conducted

by Gauhati

University from 28th August,2021. All the students are hereby informed to go
through it carefully and follow accordingly.

1. All the answers must be handwritten (Black Ball pen/Black Ink pen) by the
examinees in A4 size paper. A model Answer Sheet is uploaded in the portal
https://web.gauhati.ac. in/otbe. This model Answer Sheet may also be
downloaded/printed and then used for writing answers.
2. All pages must contain page numbers at the top right corner.

3. Number of pages may be less or more than 10 pages. But, in no case the
uploaded document is more than 5.0 MB in size.
4. A procedure is laid down in the portal https://web.gauhati.ac. in/otbe. to know as
to how to scan and convert the Answer Sheets in to PDF and can be reduced to
less than 5.00 MB. This is very crucial for successful uploading. As such, the
examinees should practice and learn properly as to how to limit it to less than
the specified size. Ideally, if scanned properly, a 10 page document will be
around only 2 MB size only.
5. To do it as mentioned in point 4 above, some apps have been recommended in
the portal https://web.gauhati.ac.in/otbe. The students can use similar other apps
also.
6. The Question Papers will be available for downloading 30 minutes before the
beginning of the Examination.
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7. The student will be able to upload the PDF copy of the answer script after 30
minutes from the time of commencement of the examination and the upload
facility will be available until one hour (60 minutes) after the end of the
examination.
8. Once a student uploads a document, he/she can't do it again. So make sure thatA. The Answer Sheets are properly scanned, converted to a single PDFmaintaining serialization of the pages.
B. Recheck the size of the document before going for uploading and make sure
it does not exceed 5 MB size.
C. So, students are strongly advised to practice this procedure (scanning and
conversion to PDF) using any document available at hand.

9. In order to take the Examination, the students will be required to log in to the
Examination Portal. To log in, the students need to give correct Registration
No., Mobile No. and Date of Birth.

10. Since it is an Open Book Examination conducted in the online mode, they will
be able to take the help of the textbooks, notes etc.

11. The total marks for each paper will be the same as indicated in the syllabus i.e.
40/60/80 marks for Major & General subjects (which ever applicable). The
Full marks for each paper will also be clearly mentioned in the Question
paper.
12. There will be no offline submission of any Answ er Sheet anywhere.
13. Further, students are informed to ensure their connectivity and use of proper
gadgets.
14. A helpline phone line will be provided by the colleges for their own examinees
and the information about that should be made available to all students. Students
must collect the email id in advance from their respective colleges and in case of
any difficulty faced by the Examinee, they should report the same to the College
immediately.
15. The colleges will arrange to inform the students about the SOP/instructions in
details regarding the examinations for downloading/uploading of their PDF files
of answer scripts as well as how to prepare these
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If someone fails in uploading the answer scripts within the specifud tmu

(Along with extension time), the examinee may be allowed to submit the answer
scripts in the email-id of the respective colleges with a proof of attempting to
upload the answer scripts. The e-mail id should be made available to the stu t n s
of their own college only well ahead before the examination. Without the proo
attempting to upload the answer scripts, the answer scripts wi

>

not

entertained for evaluation.
17. No mock test will be conducted for the ensuing examinations.

Issued with the approval of the Honourable Vice Chancellor, Gauhati University.

(D.J.Choudhury)
Controller of Examinations
Gauhati University
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